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.0PERATING LICENSES DPR-57, NPF-5
-REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONE -i

- EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS: .

,,

.

Gentlemen:-

' On : January 10,- :1990,_ ? Georgia Power: Company : '(GPC)- submitted _ proposed"
LUnitil and Unit 21 Technical: ' Specifications -(TS) changes ; which revised = -;

-

emergency--diesel generators (EDGs),iThe
testing-' requirements- on ' the d D at the NRC's . requests following -a

'

proposed changes were submitte safety ,

system functional 1 inspection '(SSFI) of the Plant Hatch EDGs.. 1

On December- 18,' fl990,:!GPC received an 5 NRC Request ifor[ Additional-

Information:(RFAI) relative to the January 10 pro' posed'TS: change. ;The-.RFAl= *

requested - GPC L to - submiti .aL : response; by' January _17, ;1991. LSubsequent:-

_

conversations : with the Staff indicated fit would- beiacceptableL' for GPC; to,
. extend the response date to January |24,;1991.-

~

Enclosure 'l details-the information requested by the! NRC in the RF I.,

Enclosure 2 provides the pageichange _ instructions' for the proposed;TS!pages:
resulting from the NRC's RFAI. In addition, the~correspondingK marked-up;:

pages? from the1 January .-10:: request are included in: Enclosure 2. LWe' have':c
reviewed the original 10 CFP 50.92L evaluationlincluded in GPC's January 26,-
1990_ submittal:againstithenclosed pages andideterminediit remains -val.id;

_

P ntherefore, no new submittal or certification ist requiredL

Please contactithis office (if you-have:qtiestions.
_ a.

,

'
4

L - Sincerely,
o o,

;

WTG.Hairst|on, fill

GKM/ebL I
|

. _c: ;(See=;nextLpage.); [).
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1. 'RFAI Emergency Diesel Generatorsi #-
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'
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ic: Georaia Power-Comoany- , . . . _ . . ,

'Mr.q H. L. Sumner, General! Manager -; Nuclear Plantt . . - s -

;Mr. J.:0. Heidt,1 Manager Engineering and-|Licensingu- Hatchi-
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ENCLOSVRE''l- -!

PLANT HATCH - UNITS 1, 2- t

.NRC DOCKETS-50-321 -50-366--

OPERATING LICENSES DPR-57,-NPF-5-
-REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS- ;

, ,,

-The following NRC' questions and GPC~ responses reference GPC's January 10,
1990 TS submittal' on EDG testing (Reference 1).:

. - !
NRC Ouestion No. l'

:|
Proposed Change 2 [of _ Reference 1) modifies- the =24-hour.. load test' to load l
the emergency diesel ' generator -(EDG) to 2950 = kW for:the first:2 hours. ,

This is below the 2-hour rating of tho'EDG, Regulatory Guide _ '(RG)x1'.108_- 4

and- Generic. Letter (GL) 84-15 both reccmmendLloading the EDG to its!2-hours L
rating._ (110%) for 'the first 2 hours. .The current staff thinking, as:
reflected in the proposed Standard:TechnicaloSpecifications, is to load the
EDG to 105-110% of full load forithe. first 2 hours of-this test. Explain _ :i
why_ you expect that the Hatch EDGs would: require more= maintenance after a=
'2-hour run loaded with a -load equivalent to 105-110%-of full- load rating.
when EDGs at other - facilities do not- require any additional maintenance
after being tested in this manner;

Resoonse to Question No, 1
,

t

Proposed Change 2.(Reference'1)-detailed-the basis for GPC taking exception
from loading the EDGs to-their.2-hour rating for-the'first 2 hours of the-
24-hour load test. GPC proposed: loading the EDG to at.least 2950 kW, which
is about 103.5% of their continuous load rating of 2850 kW; 'Our EDG vendor
does not recommend overloading.of the EDGs, and. considers loading above the
continuous rating to'_ degrade the EGDs-as a cumulative ~ function of the
overload and time. _The vendor normally recommends loading the machines. in

_ ;proportion .to the design basis accident loads. Therefore,! proposed Unit'l '

TS Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.9.A.2.a.6 and Unit:2 TSiSR 4.8.1.1.2.d.9
.

will be changed to "shall:be -loaded to 2 3000-kWi'Jas ' opposed to 12950 kW.
The value of _3000 kWiis slightly; over 105%.of ;the EDG continuous 1oad
rating-of 2850 kW-

-

Apparently there is a difference-in nomenclature,between.the 2-hour-rating.
referenced in-RG 1.108..and.Lthe 2-hour. ratings-given4 for the < Hatch EDGs.-

-

For example, our 300-hour rating on Unitf 2 EDGs 2A and-2C-is 3250 kW, which
is 114% of rated. -The:30-minute rating is13500 kW, orfl23% of rated. The
Unit 1 EDGs lA, 10,'andilBi-(shared)'are each rated at 3250 kW _114%) for:

hours.- If the Hatch EDGs had"aJ2-hour rating,:it would be mu(ch_ higher:168
than '105%-110% of rated.- Running the EDGs near this ' level during antest

~

o

would accelerate engine wear'and, therefore,: is not prudent.
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ENCLOSURE 1 (Continued)

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS

NRC Ouestion No._2

Proposed Change 5 would allow a day tank to have less than 900 gallons.of
diesel fuel during transfer pump testing. What is the quantity of fuel
remaining in the tank at the low level alarm setpoint? What is the minimum
amount of fuel left in the tank during the test?

4

Response to Question No. 2

Proposed Change 5 added a footnote to the Unit I and Unit 2 TS allowing the
day tank to have less than 900 gallons during " verification of fuel pump
operability." Specifically, with < 900 gallons the associated EDG can be
inoperable for up to 4 hours without enteri% che TS actions. GPC is
removing this proposed footnote and will perform -the verification of fuel
pump operability without reducing the day tank inventory.

There are actually two types of fuel oil transfer pump operability tests to
be performed at Plant Hatch. The first type of testing, per existing
Unit 2 TS SR 4.8.1.1.2.a.3 and proposed Unit 1 SR 4.9.A.2.e.1, simply
verifies the pumps run and will transfer fuel to the day tank. During the
testing, the transfer pump is-secured and the EDG is operated until the day
tank level is at or below the low level alarm setpoint (approximately
900 gallons). The operator then returns the transfer pump to service and
verifies its operability by refilling the day tank.

During the SSFI, the NRC requested GPC perform a second type of test to
verify transfer pump flow rates and include this type of test in the ASME
Section XI Inservice Testing (IST) Program. GPC intends to perform
quarterly the "Section XI-type" flow test on the fuel oil transfer pumps.
ASM.E Section XI pump testing focuses un degradation and generally requires
verifying a pump's head curve has not deteriorated. The testing will
require the transfer pump to be rur, for at least 2 minutes after the
transfer piping has been filled to obtain an accurate data point on the
pump head curve.

The primary reason for adding the footnote allowing less than 900 gallons
in the day tank wa: to facilitate fuel oil transfer pump flow testing
similar to that required by ASME Section XI. The day tank was to be
partially drained, and flow and vibration measured while the pump was
filling the tank. However, GPC will instead record flow and vibration data
while the transfer pumps are operating in the recirculation mode. This
activity will not necessitate reducing the day tank inventory.

,

The word " associated" has been added to Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.2.e.2
and Unit 2 Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.13 to clarify the suction for each
fuel oil transfer pump is limited to its associated fuel storage tank.

000224
HL-1411 El-2
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ENCLOSURE 1 (Continued)- ,

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION-
EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS ,

y

NRC 09estion No. 3 2

1

L Proposed Change 6--modifies- Unit-1- Specification - 4.9. A- 7 b.1 to 'be.

| consistent with Unit 2 Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.7. Please explain how the
requirements for an EDG test 7per Unit 2 Speci fication 4.8.1.1.'2.d.7 are !

;

| incorport.ted into the Unit 1 Specification 4.9 A.7.b.l. j
i

l Response-to Question No. 3

: Proposed Unit'l SR 4.9.A.7.b.'a is consistent with Unit-2 SRs 4.8.'l.l.2.d.2 l
and d 5, but is not fully. consistent with Unit 2-.SR14.8.1.1,2.d.7. .This ,

18-month SR (4.9. A.7.b.1) requires that' u)on " simulated loss of the diesel
generator, with offsite power not availa)le,- the . loads | are -shed from the
emergency buses- and subsequent: loading of the diesel generator; is in
.accordance. with design requirements." Current Unit 2 SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.7 is
not in the existing or proposed BWR/4 Standard; Technical- Specifications
(STS) and actually requires testing. -which;is beyond Plant -Hatch's design

-

| basis. -GPC proposes to delete this existing Unit 2 SR.- Note that Generic
Letter (GL) 83-30 '(Reference 2) specifically allows licensees to delete'

this SR,. since it. "is not consistent- with the ~ provisions of GDC 17,-

Regulatory ~ Guide 1,108, and the NRC Standard- Review Plans (SRPs 8.2 and *

8.3.1)."

| .NRC'Ouestion No. 4
| .

.- - :

Unit 1 Specification 4.9.A.7.c.1 has been rewritten to place "in,

| conjunction with an accident test signal";after " loss;of offsite power"
'

_

~ >
| (LOSP) in lieu of after ?" a degraded voltage condition"' with no

justification. State where this proposed change is discussed'or- provide
the necessary justification. t

i

!
'

Resoonse to Question No. 4
p

l' -Revised Unit 1 SR 4.9 A.7.c.1-and Unit 2 SRs 4.8.1.1.2.d.8.a and-d.8.b have'

been reworded to read the same'as the current? BWR/4 STS.- This proposed
change is discussed on page El-8 of GPC's Reference 1 submittal. H

3
-!p

.c

1
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ENCLOSURE 1 (Continued)

' REQUEST FOR-ADDITIONAL INFORMATION-
EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS

NRC Ouestion No. 5-

Proposed Change 4 deletes the operability and surveillance requirements for.
the 600-volt- -load shedding -logic. State if the operability and--

-

surveillance of this-logic is covered by another specification. If-.so,
,

. identify the pertinent specification. Otherwise, provide an explanation- )
for not having a pertinent. specification.

Response to Ouestion'No. 5
.

Proposed Change 6 of Reference 1 justifies deletion ~ f existing Unit'l TSo
3.9.A.7.d and 4.9.A.7.d (600-V load shedding- logic system test).. Revised
SR -' 4.9. A.7.C.1 does require verification"of : proper de-energization of the i
emergency buses and load shedding from ;the buses, including non-essential- .

600-V loads.

The purpose of the Reference 1 TS submittal was to review thel Unit 1 and
Unit 2 TS against Regulatory Guide .l.108 , and make the two Hatch units as-
consistent as possible. This review, which wast an action item from GPC's-
1989 SSFI on EDGs, resulted in numerous-new' Unit'11SRs. -(The Unit 1 TS7are
of an older " custom" design and format: rather than - modeled after the<

cur ~nt . BWR/4-STS like Unit 2.) The: existing Unit |1 TS requirenients
3 a.7.d and 4.9. A.7 d on 600-V load shedding ~ .-logic system tests are not
explicitly. contained in the BWR/4 STS or the Unit 2 TS, -and, therefore,
have been -deleted.

3

NRC Ouestion'No. 6~

Proposed Change 6 adds a-statement in the Bases that' the'EDGs. can be
operated in parallel under Specification _4.9 A.2.a.10.. Explain why .;
parallel operation is necessary and'how it is accomplished.-

-

y

Response to Question No. 6 4

The Ba'ses statement was added to allow the EDGs to bei tied to their
respective buses'(and to the grid) during the proposed once-per-10-year '

surveillance requirement for simultaneous > starting of t the EDGs. However,-

discussions with the~ NRC staff reviewing, this proposed change have-

indicated the EDGs are only. required to-start and accelerate to-. synchronous-
speed, and'all-do not need to be load tested at that-time. Therefore,. the
Bases willt be modified. by removing' the statement' allowing- parallel 1

, operation.? -When the test is. performed, the ~EDGs'will be started and- !
-

checked to ensure they achieve synchronous speed in s-12 seconds. -No more
than one EDG will be tied;to the grid, and the other EDGs operating in the
standby' mode will be secured within a few: minutes. (Long-term operation of

-

the EDGs in the standby mode is' generally not recommended 'for testing?)

000224 -
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ENCLOSURE 1 (Continued)

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
[MERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS ;

NRC Ouestion No. 7

Pro)osed Change 7 would allow an EDG -to be inoperable for up to I hour I
~

wit 1out entering an LCO during the gradual startup of the EDG, Discuss why-
entering an LCO-would present an administrative hardship for Hatch. If an
LC0 is not entered, state if the EDG inoperable | time will be included in
EDG reliability / availability data collection efforts. .

Response to Question No. 7
i

Propo' sed Change 7 allows for control to be taken locally to. " slow start"
the EDG during periodic -(generally monthly) testing, . thus allowing a
reduction in -the nimiber of 'EDG " fast cold starts," as directed by. GL 84-15 t

and industry good practice. After a few minutes, control is placed back to- '
'

the control room and the operability test performed. - At:the end, of this
60- to 90-minute test, the engine is allowed to' cool and is then - barred
over (manually turned over), as directed by the EDG vendor. For-reasons of
personal safety, the EDG does not receive an auto-start signal during the
)arring over procedure; therefore, control is again -taken locally, :GPC
procedures require the-operators to be in communication with the control
room while the EDG is in local- control; therefore, control- could be
returned to the control room should the EDG be. required. This concept of-
testing was discussed with the NRC on April 29, 1988, with their verbal
agreement.

GPC contends that entering an LC0 .during this routine test .is not idesirable, and doing so would create _an unnecessary administrative burden. '

Without the exception requested in. Proposed Change 7, we would' have to
either (1) enter the 1.00 during the gradual start, return the EDG to
service during the test, and again enter an LCO after the test during the :
barring over, or (2) enter the LC0 and stay..in it until the test and-
barring over are complete. Both options would : require' intentionally
entering an LCO (or two LCOs) each time one of the-five EDGs is tested.
-(Each EDG is tested at least once per month.)' Intentionally entering LCOs
for a routine surveillance test'is not good practice and requires. paper ;

work, approvals, and logging 'each time .by_ the operator and shift *
_

supervisor. In addition, each time an LCO is entered additional -paper. work
and problems can be created. For example,' suppose a Unit 1 "B" Core Spray
(CS) . pump is tagged out for some reason, ) lacing the unit in a-7-day'LCO.
If the EDGnlA needs to be run'for its mont11y test while the "B" CS pump is
out of' service,'the unit immediately enters a; shutdown LC0 per: Unit 1 TS
3.5.A.2. (Note _that the NRC is to be informed:each time-a shutdown LC0cis
entered.) In. addition,. if GPC enters an 'LCO for the entire test (>
1 hour), ' verification that the other. EDGs are operable and_ verification 'of-

-correct breaker alignments and . indicated power availability per Unit-1 TS
4.9.B.2.and Unit 1 TS 3.8.1.1.b are required. :

000224-
HL-1411 El-5
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ENCLOSUREIL(Continued)'

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
-EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS-

3

GPC does not characterize the extra work associated with entering LCOs a
" hardship"; - however, we do believe.the: extra work > is an. unnecessary burden .
and not a good practice, _considering- the number of routine EDG surveillance
tests conducted at PlantiHatch.-

-

;

'GPC will not include the. EDG " inoperable" time a'ssociated with starting and
barring over the. engine in EDG reliability / availability data collection .

records if the EDG is not placed in.an.LCO. This is because the EDG would,
not be considered . inoperable per the TS and would not be- considered
inoperable-in terms of safety' system unavailebility. tracking. -The' tracking a

of safety system unavailability does not consider systems to be inoperable
during. surveillance testing if the system can be realigned and perform its-
safety function. For example, if a loop of RHR' were being tested and: a
LOCA signal was. received c the RHR loop would realign itself for injection, t

but not exactly within the timeframe specified for ECCS response time-in- - r
the-TS. . The loop of RHR is not considered inoperable or unavailable during_

~

the test. The situation with1the EDG is similar,' except by taking control
locally, a manual action to switch control back to the control room is-

'

required. The EDG would not be available to power the emergency bus within
12 seconds; however,- it would _ be. available fairly-quickly -to supply

Additionally,v system unavailability ^ ' data. for theemergency power-.
Institute of Nuclear Power-Operations (INP0) have been_ geared _ toward'EDG.
availabilityEduring a loss-of-offsite power--(LOSP),-rather~:than-to a
combination LOSP and -LOCA. (The -12-second time sto synchronous speed
specified in the:TS was based on.LOCA/LOSP requirements.)- Even if a'LOSP'

| - occurred while one EDG was in local control, the EDG could still be r

switched back to power its : emergency bus. . The timeframe required.to-
3erform- this- function would' be: greater than- 12 seconds, yet rapid- enough;to

71elp mitigate-an LOSP transient. ;

| NRC Ouestion No. 8
,

~

Proposed Change 7 allows-EDG 18 to be loaded to one ' unit's emergency bus
for the first half of a test and then. switched-to the other unit's. bus for
the second half of a test'- Explain how an1EDG .is switched from one bus' to.

the other without paralleling _the' two buses. Also, address:why staggering
the test / loads as has been proposed 1for the starting circuitry used in.the
6 month tests:in Specification 4.9.A.2.a.2 would not be a better approach.

l'
- Response to Question No. 8

<

Proposed Change:7 was requested to help reduce-the " double testing" of the
swint EDG- during the monthly .(and 6-month) ' tests. Switching from the
Unit 1 1F bus to the Unit '212F bus is possible by opening;tne- breaker
feeding the - IF bus and then' closing the breaker feeding the '2F bus.

000224
. HL-1411- El-6'
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ENCLOSURE 11(Continued)

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION J

EMERGENCY DIESEL. GENERATORS

After discussions with plant personnel, 'it was determined staggering the
monthly and 6-month tests of the IB-EDG, _ similar to that proposed for the
starting circuitry used in the 6-month test,Eis a better. approach. 'This

-

-method would reduce potential confusion that could result from switching lB---
j|EDG control back and forth between control _ rooms.- The applicable. footnotes

in the-Unit I and Unit' 2 TS.have been revised to reflect this change. ,!

The justification for staggering the periodic (monthly)'and 6 me.1th_ testing.
of the swing EDG is contained :in _ Pro)osed Change 7 of the Reference ~ l
letter. The periodic test demonstrates tie capability of the EDG to start,.
run, and _-supply _-Iced to the- associated emergency bus. The EDG is started-

locally, not from the main control room, and run for. at least 1 hour. The
IB EDG is currently : started twice monthly from the< same local panel and
connected to bus 1F during one test.and to~ bus 2F: during the other test.
Since -the monthly test-is not intended to verify the EDG's ability to auto
start from the control: room or verify its ability to reach synchronous.
speed within 12 seconds _and accept _-that unit's accident-loads, running the
test twice is not necessary. Therefore, the. proposed footnotes for Unit 1 i

SR 4.9, A.2.a.1 and Unit -2' SR 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 have been revised to allow the !
periodic tests on the swing 18 EDG-to-be " staggered"_from month to month.-

-

The 6-month test starts the EDG from the main control room-and verifies the
-EDG_ accelerates to synchronous speed -in 3 12 seconds. 1 Prior to-- the
issuance of GL 84-15 (and Unit l_ and Unit 2.TS. Amendments based on
GL 84-15), all EDG tests Lwere " fast cold" start tests; However, the
frequency of the tests.was reduced,;because the tests were considered
abusive to the _EDG. - The 1B EDG currently is - tested twice por 6 months. :

The revised requirement would " fast cold" start the IB EDG each 6 months
from alternating contro1Lrooms, such that it .would.be' started. from.eachunit at least once per 12 months. Logic' system functional testing on EDG
starting logic is . performed routinely 'at both. units.

Double testing | of the fswing EDG would be reduced. This would be
beneficial, _ since' the_ extra testing is:being performed because - the' swing
EDG is a shared system,-- not because it is -less reliable;than the ~other four-
EDGs. As is currently-the case, failure of a-monthly test <of the swing EDG
would result in an LCO for both units. For_ example, if the monthly. test of.
the swing EDG loaded on to_the-Unit 1 IF bus was unsuccessful, both Unit I
and Unit 2 would be placed in an..LCO, : unless it could be demonstrated the
IB bus could successfully power'the Unit -2 bus.

,

1

000224.
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ENCLOSURE 1-(Continued)'

-RE0 VEST FOR-ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONL ,

EMiRGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS j
::!

NRC Ouestion No. 9' l

Proposed Change:41-would; allow an' EDG restart on'an =LOSP signal to be-
-

perf.ormed: withini 5 minutes-cof the completion of- the 24-hour:: test as: '

currently required-for Uniti2 or within 5 minutes of shutting.-down the EDG. j

after' it has been operated-for an hour _or-more_at. 2 1710 kW or it'_is' at a.

normal operating temperature.; However, this' proposed change is inter.ded to--
avoid -re the EDG-fails to restart ..on the LOSP 1

.,

signal.-'peating the-24-hour test-if:Also, this change >is in conflict with:the current-staff position-
that a restart ofL the: EDG~on Jan LOSP signal:'should be conducted within
5 minutes -of completion of:the 24-hour test. ?If the_ EDG fails this test,
then a retest can:be performed -after.the EDG has operated for.2-_ hours or :1

more-.at: 90-1000 of its continuous rating. Mdress the 6above stated !

criteria,.
-

Response to~Ouestion-9 '

The above stated criteria have-been added t'o: proposed Unit 1 SR 4.9.A.7.b.2 i

and Unit 2.SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.9.

REFERENCES.

1. Letter, HL-790, from:W. : G. Hairston...III | to NRC,'" Request to Revise
Technical .| Specifications: Emergency; Diesel Generators," dated sJJanuary 19,_1990.

-2. GenericLetter 83-30,: " Deletion.ofi Standard Technical; = Specification
Surveillance ! Requirement 4.8.'l.l.2.d.6 for. Diesel Generator Testing,"
dated July l' 1983,,-

i

i

|

i
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ENCLOSURE ~2:
'

PLANT HATCH 1- UNITS 1,-2
NRC DOCKET 50-321; 50-366:

OPERATING-LICENSE DPR-57, NPF 5:.
REQUEST FOR~ ADDITIONAL-INFORMATION:. 1

EMERGENCY DIESEL-~ GENERATORS-

PAGE CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS = f
!

-Remove Paae' Insert Paae

UNIT 1 3.9-2 '3.9k2-~ i
3.9-2b -3.9-'2bc

3.9 2c- -3.9-2a *
.

o
3.9-4 3.9 4-

3.9-4a 3. 9 -4 a' .

3.9-7~ 3;9-7.

'

UNIT 2 3/4 8-1 3/4>8-1 t

3/4-8-3 3/4~8'-3

3/4L8-3a ;3/4 8-3a ,,

3/48-4 ;3/4 8.4-' -

y
| 3/4: 8-5 3/4' 8- 5 i

!
- ,,

N0TE: 'Do not issue p.i 3/4t 8-9: for Unit 2.1-
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